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The US e-commerce market with its $456bn annual turnover and  196 million online shoppers is 
ranging at the global top. It is also a market which is home to a wide range of successful e-commerce 
companies, making it the world’s favorite cross-border shopping destination. In addition, the US is a 
hub of innovation, digital progress and retail technology. 

Expanding to the United States means competing in a tough retail environment, with high consumer 
expectations and high business standards. However, the potential is enormous: Individual 
e-commerce spending per person and year, is with an average of $2216 (€1933) higher than the 
European average of €1376.

In addition, the dollar has been trending upwards for a couple of years now, the latest leg up being 
announcements by the European Central bank to apply quantitative debt easing. Crisis controlling 
actions of the ECB, the Bank of Japan and other national banks have been boosting the dollar while 
pressuring the euro, yen and other currencies downwards. This presents an opportunity to offer low 
prices on the US market, which is a favorable condition for market entry.

A storefront on a leading marketplaces such as the one operated by Amazon, is a good opportunity to 
test the market with relatively low business risk, for instance ahead of  launching a dedicated webshop. 
A marketplace storefront can also be a strategic complement to an existing sales channel in order to 
increase brand awareness. In the past year, sellers on Amazon from more than 100 different countries 
around the world fulfilled orders to customers in 185 countries, using the services offered by Amazon.

In this Whitepaper, we will share some thoughts on why selling on Amazon is a good way to enter the 
US market. On top of that, we will list the most important issues to take into account and provide some 
tips and insights on how to proceed.

Introduction

Salesupply is a global E-commerce service 
provider that supports businesses to 
achieve profitable international growth 
faster at lower costs. From our offices in 
Europe, Asia, Russia, Brazil and the United 
States, we provide a full range of solutions 
to help business to internationalize their 
online operations.

Salesupply offers modules ranging from 
market research, competitor research, 
cross-border strategy, business cases and 
localisation to traffic generation to online/
offline distributor search, connecting 

local marketplaces, multi lingual customer support, product returns, international phone numbers, 
international return addresses, operational support, brand management and web care. 

Today we are supporting 350+ online stores and merchants for customers in Fashion, Sports, Automotive 
and more. 
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The e-commerce market of the United States

Source: Forrester (2014), Ecommerce Europe (2014), US Department of Commerce (2014), ComScore (2014)
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Learn from the best! Amazon is the largest company worldwide in terms of e-commerce 
revenue generated. According to a Top 10 ranking by the research firm Ystats published in 
2014, Amazons $74bn sales of products and services in 2013 was greater than the combined 
revenues of the other nine ranked companies JD.com, Alibaba, Walmart, eBay. Otto Group, 
Cnova (Casino), Tesco, Rakuten and Best Buy together.

Seize the enormous potential of the U.S. market! Selling on Amazon marketplaces 
allows you to set up a relatively easy and low- risk market entry, but at the same time opens up 
the door to a giant e-commerce market, with a buyer audience of nearly 200 million shoppers.

If you can’t beat them, join them! Amazon is increasingly taking up market share. It has 
evolved into a giant one-stop destination, offering everything from everywhere. Initially seen 
as a threat to smaller retailers, we prefer to consider Amazon, and especially its third party 
marketplace as an opportunity to make use of Amazon’s excellent infrastructure, surfing the 
wave of e-commerce growth in its slipstream. In a large and mature market such as the US, this 
can be a huge asset when embarking on your market-entry journey.

Be part of the e-shoppers first destination! Amazon is taking a large share of 
e-commerce related traffic, firstly because customers increasingly start their product search 
on the Amazon platform, secondly because many Google searches eventually lead customers 
to Amazon because of its excellent search rankings.

Test the US market with minimized business risk! Selling via the Amazon marketplace 
enables you to make use of Amazon technology, marketing tools and shipping and fulfilment 
services. There is thus no need to make these huge and long-term investments in order to 
explore this new and exciting market.

Now is the time! The Euro is under pressure of the economic uncertainties in the slipstream 
of the EU’s debt crisis. The single currency is now lower against the US-Dollar, which is a 
favorable condition for selling European products in the US: Investing now against the weaker 
euro rates enables merchants to sell their foreign products at lower prices. This competitive 
advantage is positive for brand building and gaining traction on a new market.

5 reasons to sell on Amazon US
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A few stats on Amazon.com

Source: Amazon Inc. (2015), Webretail/ Freevisor (2014), Statista (2015)
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1. Market research: Determine the feasibility of your plan to sell in the US by analyzing your operational 
capacities available for the expansion, the requirements to get started and the market conditions for 
the product range you wish to offer. 

2. Competition research: Start off with a clear picture of who your competitors are, and what they are 
doing. Identify your comparative strengths and weaknesses.

3. Pricing Strategy: Based on the outcome of your market and competition research, define a pricing 
strategy for the US. Take into account the exchange rate and possible fluctuations.

4. Customer expectations: Get acquainted with local customer behavior and preferences, which may 
differ per region in the US.

5: Localization plan: Draw a roadmap how to localize your content (inventory description) and customer 
communication. This includes translations and other specific adaptations. The US is a different time 
zone: think about customer  service availability. 

6. Fulfilment and Logistics: Warehousing inside or outside the US? Decide which solution fits best with 
your organization. Arrangements need to be made for handling taxes, customs, legal requirements and 
returns. These things should be set up before you get started. 

NEXUS: In US tax law, the term ‘NEXUS’ is used to describe a situation in which an out-of-state 
business has a physical presence in a state and has thus to pay state income taxes and collect sales 
taxes within that state. The Nexus determines how much business activity  a company must pursue 
in a state before it is subject to taxes. As a foreign seller, you will have NEXUS when exceeding a 
$20.000  turnover or 200 orders, or when warehousing in the US.

Bank Account: You need a bank account in a country supported by Amazon.

Be aware of legal requirements in the US and legal variations in different US states

You need a US return address or pay for international return costs. The country of origin may 
charge duties on returned goods.

You need customer support in local language and during local times.

Determine your market entry strategy

A few tips and insights before getting started…

Keep in mind:

Selling on a marketplace means ‘playing by the rules’: What does that mean 
for your business policy and pricing?

Do you have other sales channels in the US? Does selling on Amazon have 
an impact on resellers of your brand?

Maintain your own identity as a brand or retailer
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Getting started on Amazon 

Warehouse outside the US

Company details
Product details

ID check
Tax exam

Pricing
Translations
List Products

Set profile rules
Customer Support

Start selling!

Pick DDP company
Trail shipment

Duties paid
Connect to Order Management

System (OMS)

Shipping ListingSet up a Seller 
account on Amazon

Warehouse in the US

Company details
Product details

ID check
Tax exam

Pricing
Translations
List Products

Set profile rules
Customer Support

Start selling!

Pick Logistics Partner
Ship inventory
Custom broker

Duties paid
Connect to Order Management

System (OMS)

Warehouse ListingSet up a Seller 
account on Amazon

Tip: When a foreign owned company warehouses inventory in the US, we advice 
to set up an entity. Salesupply has set up a starters package together with 
its partners to facilitate a local business address, tax registration, back office 
management and many other related services.

OPTION 
1

OPTION 
2
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Other marketplaces

Don’t underestimate the power of marketplaces in the US. Keep in mind that setting up the necessary 
organizational infrastructure and making all necessary arrangements to support sales on Amazon 
(translations, legal requirements,  warehousing and fulfilment, customer service) enables you to also 
sell via other marketplaces in the US.

168 mn*

111 mn*

73 mn*

27 mn*

20 mn*

4,7 mn*

1,5 mn*

*Monthly visitors in Q3 2014
Source: Statista.com

Amazon has launched a fulfilment service that allows you to store goods at 
Amazon’s fulfilment centers, and Amazon picks, packs, ships, and provides 
customer service for these goods. Advantages of this option are the fact that 
shipping is free over $35, there are shipping possibilities to Canada, the free 
Amazon Prime 2-day delivery and competitive domestic rates. However, this 
option is generally quite costly and your stock turnover rate needs to be very 
high. Most importantly, Fulfilment by Amazon will not accept returns of goods 
sold via other channels.

Fulfilment by Amazon
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Salesupply  is ready to get you started!

Salesupply US is ready to help you getting started on Amazon and all other US marketplaces to ensure 
a hassle free and quick kick- off in your new target market.

Setup of an Amazon Account:  We can help you with the entire registration process including 
arranging a tax ID, translations and other localization processes.

Managing your Amazon sellers’ account. Salesupply can also actively manage your Amazon 
sellers account for you and update information and inventory when necessary.

Warehousing: Whether you choose for warehousing inside or outside the US, Salesupply and 
its partner network can assist you in setting up and managing all necessary processes.

Customer Support: Salesupply can set up and operate your customer service and inbound and 
outbound customer and supplier relations (e-mail and telephone) during local office hours.

Order Management System (OMS) Software solutions: The Salesupply Software solution 
enables you to operate your sales on Amazon via fully integrated platform.

Translations: Salesupply can take care of all your translation and localization projects.

Back Office Service: Salesupply will set up and manage the backoffice in order to let your sales 
on Amazon US run smoothly. 

Market analysis and market entry strategy: Salesupply can determine your possibilities 
through a professional market research and the setup of a tailor- made market entry strategy.
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Let’s talk about your project and build a strategic roadmap together!

Get in touch!


